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D 

dab  date of reference 

dabble  daughter 

dad  David 

dads  Dawn 

daily  day 

daily 4  day by day 

daily round  day in and day out 

dairy cattle  day of remembrance 

daisies  day shift 

dam  day-after-day 

damage  daycare 

damaged  daydream 

damages  daydreamer 

Damned  daydreaming 

Damon  daytime 

damp  dazzling 

damper  deacon 

Dana  deactivation 

dance  dead 

dance floor  dead ahead 

dancing partner  dead duck 

danger  dead person 

dangerous  dead ringer 

dangle  dead weight 

Danny  deadbeat 

Dante  deadbeat dad 

Darin  deadening 

Darius  deadeye 

dark  deadhead 

dark horse  dead-on 

dark matter  deadpan 

darkroom  deaf 

Darlene  deal 

Darwin  dealer 

Daryl  dealership 

dash  Deane 

data  Dearborn 

data point  death 

data processing  death angel 

date  death benefit 
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death rate  deep-sea 

death sentence  deer hunt 

deaths  deer hunter 

deathtraps  deer trail 

debate  defeat 

debit  defective 

Deborah  defend 

debrief  defendant 

debt  defense 

debt instrument  defenseless 

debunk  defer 

decade  defiant 

decay  deficit 

deceased  deformed 

deceit  defraud 

deceive  defroster 

decency  degenerate 

deception  degraded 

decision  degrease 

decision maker  degree 

deck  dehydrate 

deck chair  delay 

deck of cards  deletion 

decline  deliver 

decongestant  deliver the goods 

decoration  deliverable 

decorative  deliverer 

decoy  Deloris 

decrease  demand 

decrepitated  democracy 

deduct  demolish 

Dee  demolition 

deed  demons 

deed of trust  demonstrate 

deep  demonstrated 

deep freeze  denied 

deep freezer  Denise 

deep pocket  denoted 

deep six  dent 

deep-fry  dental 
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dental care  desperate criminal 

dental hygienist  desperate measure 

dental medicine  desperation 

dental plate  despised 

dental procedure  despondence 

dentist  despot 

dentist's drill  dessert spoon 

denture  destitution 

deodorant  detached house 

depart  detachment 

department  detail 

departure  detail man 

departure gate  detain 

depend on  detainer 

dependence  detective 

dependents  detector 

depleting  detention 

depletion  detention camp 

deportation  deterred 

depose  dethrone 

deposit  detonating device 

depreciate  detonating fuse 

depress  Detroit 

depression  devastate 

deprived  devastated 

depth  develop 

depth perception  developer 

deputy  development 

descend  deviate 

descendent  device 

description  devil's advocate 

desert  Devin 

Deshawn  dew point 

design  diabetic 

designated driver  diabetic diet 

designer  diagnostic 

desire to know  diagnostic test 

desk  diagnostics 

desk phone  dial-up 

desperate  diamond 
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Dianna  direction 

diarrhea  director 

diary  dirge 

diary keeper  dirt 

dice  dirt bag 

Dick  dirt farmer 

dictator  dirty 

dictionary  dirty old man 

die  dirty pool 

die out  dirty trick 

diesel locomotive  dirty tricks 

diet  dirty-minded 

dietician  disadvantage 

different  disagreeable woman 

diffuser  disagreement 

dig  disappear 

dig into  disappointed 

digital computer  disapproval 

dignitary  disarm 

dike  disassemble 

dim  disaster 

dime  disaster area 

dimension  disavow 

dimwit  disband 

Dinah  disburse 

dine  disc 

dine in  discipline 

dine out  disclaimer 

dining car  disco music 

dinner  discolor 

dinner party  discomfort 

dinosaur  discontent 

Dionne  discounted 

dip  discredit 

diplomat  discrimination 

dipper  discussed 

dire straits  discussion 

direct mail  disease 

direct marketing  disfigures 

directed from  disgraced 
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disguise  distant 

disguised  distill 

dish  distiller 

dish out  distinct 

dish rack  distort 

dish washer  distress 

dishonest  distribution 

dishonor  district 

dishonorable discharge  district attorney 

dishrag  disturbance 

dishwasher  dive 

disinfectant  diver 

disinformation  diversity 

disk  dividend 

disk brake  diving 

disk drive  divining 

disk pack  division 

dislocate  divorce 

dislocated  divorced 

disloyal  divulge 

dismember  divulged 

dismissal  dizzy 

dismount  doctor 

disorderly conduct  document 

disorganized  dog 

disorient  dog days 

dispassionate  dog food 

dispensary  dogface 

dispense with  dogfighter 

dispersed  doll 

display  dollar 

disposed  dollar mark 

disprove  dollar sign 

dispute  dolly 

disputed  domain 

disrespect  domestic 

disrupt  dominant 

dissolved  donation 

distance  donor 

distance learning  doom and gloom 
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doomsday  drains 

door  draw a blank 

door lock  draw a line 

dope  draw and quarter 

Dorian  draw back 

dorm  draw play 

dormer  drawback 

Dorothy  drawer 

dosage  drawl 

dose  dream team 

dot  dream vision 

double  dreamboat 

double back  dream-book 

double check  dress down 

double entry  dressed to kill 

double feature  dressing gown 

double take  Drew 

double time  dribble 

double-bass  dried fruit 

double-check  drill 

double-dealing  drill master 

double-handed  drinking age 

doubles  drip 

doubt  drive 

down  drive off 

down town  drive shaft 

down-and-dirty  drive-by shooting 

downfall  driver's license 

downgrade  drive-through 

downsizing  driveway 

down-to-earth  driving belt 

downwind  driving school 

dozer  drizzle 

draft  drool 

draftee  drool over 

drag  droop 

drag race  drop a line 

drag strip  drop by 

drag through the mud  drop cloth 

drainage  drop dead 
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drop line  duck soup 

drop off  duel 

drop out  dugout 

drop the ball  duke 

drop-off  dumb down 

drown  dumbbell 

drown out  dumbfounded 

drug user  dum-dum 

drug-free  dumfound 

drugs  dummy 

drum major  dump truck 

drumhead  duplex apartment 

drummer  duplex house 

drumstick  duplicated 

drunkards  duplication 

dry mop  dusk 

dry season  dust mop 

dryness  dusty 

dual  duty-free 

Duane  Dwayne 

duck  dwindle away 

duck hunter  Dylan 
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